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Abstract: 
    With the development of information technology, people have paid more and more attention 

on the information security today. Information hiding research has become the focus of the 

information security research. Because every web sites and networks communication depend on 

the multimedia, such as audio, video, image and so on. 

Information hiding technology can embed secret information in to a digital media source without 

impairing the perceptual quality of the source. Steganography could informally be defined as the 

“ cover writing”, where it means concealing a message that is the object of the communication. 

Steganography has its place in security, and is not intended to replace cryptography but to 

supplemented it. 

In this research a new simple approach for active Steganography is presented that can 

successfully resist recent blind stegoanalysis methods. A proposed method based on embedding 

data in a randomized manner. The randomization done by used pseudo random generation  

depending on Linear Feed-back Shift register (LFSR) and Non-Linear Feed-back Shift Register 

(NLFSR). The proposed method divided the cover image in to blocks then used first generation 

with ( LFSR) to determine the blocks and these arrangement used in embedding process. This 

represent the first randomization. In each block second randomly generation ( NLFSR) apply to 

determine the pixels and these arrangement using in embedding process. The randomization and 

don’t used all pixels makes the distortion in stego-image very little that’s provide strongest 

against detection and attempts of stegoanalyst. 
  

 الملخص:
يع انخطٕس انحاصم فً حكُٕنٕجٍا انًعهٕياث اصداد الاْخًاو بأيٍ انًعهٕياث. ٔاخز يجال إخفاء انًعهٕياث حشكٍضا ٔاسع      

ٔرنك لاٌ اغهب يٕالع الاَخشَج ٔشبكاث الاحصالاث حعخًذ بشكم كبٍش عهى انٕسائظ انًخعذدة كانصٕث ٔانصٕسة ٔانفٍذٌٕ 

إيكاٍَت إخفاء انًعهٕياث انسشٌت فً ٔسظ سلًً ٌٔسًى انغطاء دٌٔ أٌ ٌضعف  انصفاث ٔغٍشْا .حمٍُت إخفاء انًعهٕياث حٕفش 

انُٕعٍت نهغطاء. ٔ عهٍّ ًٌكٍ حعشٌف عهى إخفاء انًعهٕياث بأَّ انكخابت انسشٌت. ْٔزا لا ٌعًُ إٌ عهى إخفاء انًعهٕياث ًٌكٍ إٌ 

 ٌعخبش بذٌم عٍ عهى انخشفٍش ٔنكٍ يًكٍ اعخباسِ يكًم نّ.

ْزا انبحث حى حمذٌى طشٌمت لإخفاء انًعهٕياث بشكم عشٕائً. انعشٕائٍت حخى عٍ طشٌك اسخخذاو يٕنذ عشٕائً ٌعخًذ عهى فً      

يسجم الإصاحت انخطٍت راث انخغزٌت انخهفٍت ٔيسجم الإصاحت انلاخطٍت راث انخغزٌت انخهفٍت. انطشٌمت انًمخشحت حعخًذ عهى حمسٍى 

ذ انعشٕائً الأٔل )يسجم الإصاحت انخطٍت راث انخغزٌت انخهفٍت( ْزا انًٕنذ سٍٕنذ يفخاح انصٕسة إنى كخم ٔ ثى َسخخذو انًٕن

انكخم ٔانزي ًٌثم حسهسم انكخم انخً سٍخى الإخفاء فٍٓا باسخخذاو يسجم الإصاحت انخطٍت راث انخغزٌت انخهفٍت . ْٔزا ًٌثم 

ٕنذ انعشٕائً انثاًَ )يسجم الإصاحت انلاخطٍت راث انخغزٌت انعشٕائٍت الأٔنى نهطشٌمت انًمخشحت. ٔ نكم كخهت يخخاسة ٌطبك انً

انخهفٍت( انزي ٌسخخذو  نخٕنٍذ يفخاح الإخفاء انزي ٌحذد انُماط انًخخاسة نلإخفاء ٔحسهسهٓا. انعشٕائٍت نهطشٌمت انًمخشحت ٔعذو 

ي بذٔسِ ٌضٌذ يٍ لٕة انُظاو بٕجّ طشق اسخخذاو كم انكخم ٔانُماط نلإخفاء حمهم انخشٌّٕ نهصٕسة انُاحجت يٍ عًهٍت الإخفاء ٔانز

 الاكخشاف ٔيحألاث يحههً الإخفاء.
 

 

1- Introduction:  
    Steganography has its place in security, and is not intended to replace cryptography but to 

supplemented it. If encryption was concerned with protecting the security of information and 

preventing someone from looking at the contents of a message, then the science of information 

hiding went one step further, by concealing the transfer of information itself.encryption allows for 

the transfer of information, but it is not concerned with whether or not others are aware that an 

encryption communication has taken place. The function of information hiding is to move secret 

information without arousing even the slightest suspicion that a transmission of information has 
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occurred. This is done using digital mediums as cover [1]. Hiding a message with Steganography 

methods reduces the chance of a message being detected. If the message also encrypted then it 

provides another layer of protection. Therefore some steganographic methods combine traditional 

cryptography with Steganography; such combination increases the security of the overall 

communication process, as it is more difficult for an attacker to detect embedded ciphertext ( which 

itself has a rather random appearance) in cover. 

Shannon identified three forms of secret communications:( 1) concealment systems, including such 

methods as invisible ink, concealing a message in an innocent text, or in a fake covering 

cryptogram, or other methods in which the existence of the message is concealed from the enemy. 

(2) privacy system, and (3) cryptographic systems, [2]. Hiding information into a media requires 

following elements: 

·The cover media(C) that will hold the hidden data 

·The secret message (M), may be plain text, cipher text or any type of data 

·The stego function (Fe) and its inverse (Fe
-1

) 

·An optional stego-key (K) or password may be used to hide and unhide the message. 

 The embedding efficiency of steganographic schemes is defined as the average number of random 

message bits embedded using one embedding change. If the secret message is shorter than the 

embedding capacity, the embedding efficiency can be substantially improved using matrix 

embedding [2]. 

Steganography differs from cryptography in the sense that where cryptography focuses on keeping 

the contents of a message secret, steganography focuses on keeping the existence of a message 

secret [3]. Steganography and cryptography are both ways to protect information from unwanted 

parties but neither technology alone is perfect and can be compromised. Once the presence of 

hidden information is revealed or even suspected, the purpose of steganography is partly defeated 

[3]. The strength of steganography can thus be amplified by combining it with cryptography. 

A successful attack on a steganographic system consists of an adversary observing that there is 

information hidden inside a file, while a successful attack on a watermarking or fingerprinting 

system would not be to detect the mark, but to remove it [4]. the security of a steganographic 

system in terms of the relative entropy (or discrimination) between the distributions of the covertext 

and the stegotext. A stegosystem is called perfect if this relative entropy is zero [ 5]. Formally, a 

stegosystem consists of a triple algorithms for key generation, message encoding, and message 

decoding, respectively. In the symmetric-key setting considered here, the output of the key 

generation algorithm is given only to sender (encoder) and to receiver (decoder) .  

In this research we present a randomly manner with classical hiding methods ( Least Significant 

Bits LSB and Discrete Cosine Transformation DCT) to avoid the distortion in the stego-image. The 

proposed system provide a randomization by using Linear Feed-back Sift Register (LFSR) and Non 

Linear Feed-back Sift Register (NLFSR) generators. The output sequences from these generators 

represent the randomly keys used to determine the embedding locations.  
  

2-Related Work: 
    The most of today’s steganographic systems use images as cover object because people often 

transmit digital images over email and other communication media. Several methods exist to utilize 

the concept of Steganography as well as plenty algorithms have been proposed in this regard. To 

gather knowledge in this particular research field, we have concentrated on some techniques and 

methods which are described below.  

Least significant bit (LSB) insertion is a common and simple approach to embed information in a 

cover object. For images as a covering media, the LSB of a pixel is replaced with an M’s bit. If we 

choose a 24-bit image as cover, we can store 3 bits in each pixel by modifying the LSBs of R, G 

and B array. To the human eye, the resulting stego image will look identical to the cover image [6].  

Hiding data in the features of images is also an important technique which uses the LSB 

modification concept. In this method, to hide data in an image the least significant bits (LSB) of 

each pixel is modified sequentially in the scan lines across the image in raw image format with the 
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binary data. The portion, where the secret message is hidden is degraded while the rest remain 

untouched. An attacker can easily recover the hidden message by repeating the process [6, 7]. 

An interesting application of steganography and cryptography has been developed by Sutaone, 

M.S., Khandare, M.V, where a steganography system is designed for encoding and decoding a 

secret file embedded into an image file using random LSB insertion method. In that method, the 

secret data are spread out among the cover image in a seemingly random manner. The key used to 

generate pseudorandom numbers, which will identify where, and in what order the hidden message 

is laid out. The advantage of this method is that it incorporates some cryptography in that diffusion 

is applied to the secret message [8]. 

The next interesting application of steganography is developed by Miroslav Dobsicek, where the 

content is encrypted with one key and can be decrypted with several other keys. In this process, the 

relative entropy between encrypt and one specific decrypt key corresponds to the amount of 

information [9]. 

Nameer N. EL-Emam proposed an algorithmic approach to obtain data security using LSB insertion 

steganographic method. In this approach, high security layers have been proposed to make it 

difficult to break through the encryption of the input data and confuse steganalysis too [10]. 

S. K. Bandyopadhyay, Debnath Bhattacharyya, Swarnendu Mukherjee, Debashis Ganguly, Poulami 

Das has also proposed a heuristic approach to hide huge amount of data using LSB steganography 

technique. In their method, they have first encoded the data and afterwards the encoded data is 

hidden behind a cover image by modifying the least significant bits of each pixel of the cover 

image. The resultant stego-image was distortion less. Also, they have given much emphasis on 

space complexity of the data hiding technique [11]. In this research we present a random LSB by 

randomly chose to block and pixels in that block used to embedding data. 

In spatial domain methods a steganographer modifies the secret data and the cover medium in the 

spatial domain, which involves encoding at the level of the LSBs. Potdar et al. [12] used a spatial 

domain technique in producing a fingerprinted secret sharing Steganography for robustness against 

image cropping attacks. Their paper addressed the issue of image cropping effects rather than 

proposing an embedding technique.  

Shirali-Shahreza, M. H. and Shirali-Shahreza, M. [13] exploited Arabic and Persian alphabet 

punctuations to hide messages. While their method is not related to the LSB approach, it falls into 

the spatial domain if the text is treated as an image.  

JPEG images however, were at the beginning avoided because of their compression algorithm 

which does not support a direct LSB embedding into the spatial domain. In [14], the authors 

claimed that changes as small as flipping the LSB of one pixel in a JPEG image can be reliably 

detected. 
 

3. Steganography: 
     Although Steganography is an ancient subject, the modern formulation of it is often given in 

terms of the prisoner’s problem proposed by Simmons [15], where two inmates wish to 

communicate in secret to hatch an escape plan. All of their communication passes through a warden 

who will throw them in solitary confinement should she suspect any covert communication [16]. 

The warden, who is free to examine all communication exchanged between the inmates, can either 

be passive or active. A passive warden simply examines the communication to try and determine if 

it potentially contains secret information. If she suspects a communication to contain hidden 

information, a passive warden takes note of the detected covert communication, reports this to some 

outside party and lets the message through without blocking it. An active warden, on the other hand, 

will try to alter the communication with the suspected hidden information deliberately, in order to 

remove the information [17]. 
 

3.1 Least Significant Bit 
    Least significant bit (LSB) insertion is a common, simple approach to embedding information in 

a cover image [18]. The least significant bit (in other words, the 8th bit) of some or all of the bytes 
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inside an image is changed to a bit of the secret message. When using a 24-bit image, a bit of each 

of the red, green and blue colour components can be used, since they are each represented by a byte. 

In other words, one can store 3 bits in each pixel. An 800 × 600 pixel image, can thus store a total 

amount of 1,440,000 bits or 180,000 bytes of embedded data [19]. For example a grid for 3 pixels 

of a 24-bit image can be as follows: 

(00101101 00011100 11011100) 

(10100110 11000100 00001100) 

(11010010 10101101 01100011) 

Although the number was embedded into the first 8 bytes of the grid, only the 3 underlined bits 

needed to be changed according to the embedded message. On average, only half of the bits in an 

image will need to be modified to hide a secret message using the maximum cover size [19]. Since 

there are 256 possible intensities of each primary colour, changing the LSB of a pixel results in 

small changes in the intensity of the colours. These changes cannot be perceived by the human eye - 

thus the message is successfully hidden. With a well-chosen image, one can even hide the message 

in the least as well as second to least significant bit and still not see the difference [20].  
 

3.2.Discret Cosine Transformation DCT: 
    The discrete cosine transform (DCT) transforms a signal or image from the spatial domain to the 

frequency domain. The dct function computes the two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT) 

of an image[21]. The DCT has the property that, for a typical image, most of the visually significant 

information about the image is concentrated in just a few coefficients of the DCT. For this reason, 

the DCT is often used in image compression applications. The two-dimensional DCT of an M-by-N 

matrix A is defined as follows[22,23]. 

 
The values Bpq are called the DCT coefficients of A. (Note that matrix indices in MATLAB always 

start at 1 rather than 0; therefore, the MATLAB matrix elements A(1,1) and B(1,1) correspond to 

the mathematical quantities A00 and B00, respectively.) 

The DCT is an invertible transform, and its inverse is given by: 

 
 

4. Defining Security of Steganography system:  
     The security of a stegosystem is defined in terms of an experiment that measures the capability 

of the adversary to detect the presence of an embedded message. In a secure stegosystem, anyone 

except the reciver cannot distinguish whether Alice is sending legitimate covertext or stegotext. The 

attack considered here is a chosen-message attack, where the adversary may influence the 

embedded message but has otherwise no access to the encoding and decoding functions. It parallels 

the notion of a chosen-plaintext attack against a cryptosystem [24]. 
 

5. Embedding key generation : 
   The basic element in proposed Steganography system is the embedding key generators, which 

will generate the sequence these determine the location of embedding in cover image. The method 

      …………… (1) 

      …………… (2) 

      …………… (3) 

      …………… (4) 

http://www.mathworks.com/help/toolbox/images/ref/dct2.html
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that is most often used in hardware pseudo generations by means of the following recurrence 

relation: 

Xi = ∑k
m

=1  ak x i-k       I = 0,1,2,3, ….., m                     ……… ( 5) 

Where i is a timing index , Xi €{ 0, 1} are output sequence digits. ak € {0, 1} are constant 

coefficients. And the summation is modulo-2 addition. With an appropriate choice of the {ak} 

coefficients, the generated sequence will have the maximal length of period (for a given m) and is 

called an M-sequence. 

A major advantage of the maximal length M-sequence generation methods, is the simplicity of its 

implementation as Linear feedback Shift Register (LFSR). It is simply implemented using m-bits 

shift registers, which consist of a register R= ( rm , rm-1, ….. , r1), and a tap T = (tm , tm-1, ….. , 

t1), where each ri and ti is one binary digit as illustrate in figure …… . at each step, bit ri is 

appended to the key stream, bits rm, …, r1 are shifted to right, and a new bit is derived from T and 

inserted into the left end of the register R. 

The cyclic properties of sequence generator are defined by a characteristic polynomial [25]: 
 

ᵩ = ∑k
m

=1  ak x i-k            ……………….. ( 6 ) 
 

a0 = am = 1 and akj € {0, 1} with j = 1, 2, ……, m-1. 

In another meaning, for any m-stage register with feedback constant c0, c1, …, cn-1; the 

characteristic polynomial f(x) = c0x
0
 + c1x

1
 + ….. + cm-1x

m-1 
+ x. 

The periodic of the sequence generated by the circuit depends on whether polynomial ᵩ(x) is 

primitive and irreducible. Maximal length sequence with period (2
m

 -1) are generated only in case 

when the characteristic generating polynomial ᵩ(x) is primitive and irreducible; that’s shown in 

figure -1. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure -1 M-sequence Generation (LFSR) 
 

5.1 Linear Shift  Registers:[25, 26, 27] 
      A feed back shift register is an implementation of the key stream generator. It is made up of two 

parts: a shift registers and a feedback function. The shift register is a sequence of bits. Each time a 

bit is needed, all the bits in the register are shifted 1 bit to the right. The new left-most bit is 

computed as a function of the other bits in the register. The output of the shift register is one bit. 

The simplest kind of feedback shift register is a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) the feedback 

function is simply the XOR function. 

    Three parameters; initial state, primitive polynomial, and the length of the register affect the 

output stream of the linear shift register. Foe each linear shift register there exist a linear 

equivalence, which defined as; the length of the smallest linear shift register which can be used to 

generate the sequence. 
 

5.1.1. Register Stages: 
    Shift registers consist of finite length of binary memory, called stages, for m-binary memory, 

called m-stages shift register, and in any given time the contents of the register, called state. The 

register could be in one of 2m states. Zero state is ignored because; it causes endless sequence of 

zeros, thus, we left with 2m-1 states. Next states depends on the feedback function ( the mixer). 

Output bit  
 . . . . .  r1 r2 rm rm-1 r3 

xor 

I0 Output bit 

t1 
t2 tm 

tm-1 t3 
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To achieve maxim length of 2m-1 stages of LFSR; the tap sequence must cause the register to cycle 

through 2m-1 non zero bit sequence before repeating; this will happen if the polynomial formed 

from the elements in the tap sequence is primitive. 
 

5.1.2 Primitive polynomial: 
    When talking about the polynomials, the term prime is replaced by irreducible. Primitive 

polynomial of degree n is defined as an irreducible polynomial that divides x
2n-1

 + 1, but not x
d
 + 1 

for any d that divides 2
n
-1. A polynomial is irreducible if it cannot be expressed as the product of 

two other polynomials ( except 1 and itself). In another meaning maximal length sequence with 

period 2
n
-1 are generated only in the case when the characteristic (generating) polynomial ᵩ(x) is 

primitive, irreducible, and the initial state of the register must be other than zero.  
 

5.1.3 Linear Equivalence: 
    Linear equivalent is defined as the length of the smallest linear register which can be used to 

generate the sequence. The primitive polynomial for the linear equivalence is called minimal 

polynomial. Linear equivalence determines the complexity of the generated sequence. For a 

sequence with n linear equivalence; it needs only 2n of the generated sequence to deduce the whole 

sequence. Hence for good cipher secrecy, it is needed to have a generator with large linear 

equivalence.  
 

5.2  Non Linear Shift Register: [27,28] 
Linear feedback shift registers are unsafe because they have relatively small linear complexity, and 

hence a relatively small fragment of the key ( LFSR sequence) can be used to obtained the entire 

sequence by solving a set of linear equation. To increase the linear complexity of LFSR, one or 

more output sequence of LFSR’s are combined with some nonlinear function to produce relatively 

high linear complexity.  
 

5.2.1 Non Linear Feedback Shift Register system: 
   In which the key generator is a shift register with non linear feedback function, as illustrated in 

figure-2. In this type, one LFSR is used with n- stages and non- linear feedback function. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure -2 Non Linear Feedback Shift Register  (NLFSR) 
 

    In this research we used these  generators to produced the embedding key ; this key determine the 

order of pixel number in cover that used to embedding the desired message. This key gives a 

randomness of embedding message inside an cover image. these randomness make stego system 

most harder against stegoanalyst. 
 

6. The proposed system : 
      In order to enable secure communication in the presence of blind steganalysis, the 

steganographer must embed information in to host signals in such a way that no image features are 

significantly perturbed during the embedding process. However, we must not forget that the 

steganalyst must depend on stego image to derive the approximate cover image statistics via some 

sort of self-calibration process. The steganographer can, instead of trying to preserve the feature 

vectors, embed data in such a way that it distorts the steganalyst’s estimate of the vector image 

statistics. This can practically be achieved using the following approaches. 

m-stage LFSR 

n-stage LFSR 

Output key 
. 
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1. Hiding with high embedding strength: by embedding data with high strength, the cover image is 

distorted so much that the cover image statistics can no longer be derived reliably from the available 

stego image . 

2. Randomized hiding: by randomizing the embedding approach, the algorithm to estimate the cover 

statistics can be effectively disabled. Key generation with LFSR and NLFSR  used to achieve this 

pseudo random embedding . 
 

6.1 Proposed Algorithm: 
     In this research we present a JPEG image and embedded data in matrix blocks each block chose 

randomly using LFSR generator ( which generate pseudo random sequence ) and the pixel in each 

block which used to embed chose randomly also using NLFSR generator then hiding data using 

LSB first; and other proposed system by generate pseudo random sequence to determine the number 

of block used to embedding then apply DCT on this block and hiding the data. the main steps 

involved in this randomized block hiding method illustrates bellow: 

Step1: Divide the image into blocks of size B*B such as 8*8. 

Step2:Applying LFSR with primitive polynomial to generate  pseudo random sequence  using to  

select the order of blocks used to embedding data in cover images pseudo randomly. The order of 

blocks represent blocks key and shared between the encoder and the decoder process (side).  In this 

research we apply LFSR with primitive polynomial T(x) = x
5
+x

3
+x

2
+x+1; and initial value such as 

I0 = 01011 to produced the pseudo random sequence, such as: 

            1101     0001      0010     1011    0000      1110     0110     1111    ……… 

             13           1            2           11         0          14          6          15 

Then captured each d bits (according to number of images blocks) we used d=4 bits and convert 

each 4bits block to decimal number represent the blocks order used to embedding. 

Step3: For each selected block generate the embedding key pseudo randomly also by using NLFSR 

generator  to plan the embedding process in block pixels. This key represent embedding key and  

shared also between the encoder and the decoder process. The NLFSR generator  generate pseudo 

random sequence represent the location number of pixel used to hide data. 

Practically that done in this research by using NLFSR with 2LFSR . first LFSR used primitive 

polynomial T(x) = x
4
+ x + 1 and initial value I0=  1001. Second LFSR used primitive polynomial 

T(x) = x
3
+ x + 1 and initial value I0=  100.  The outputs of these two LFSRs xoring to produced the 

output sequence , such as :  

               101010      111001      111111    001010    000001    ……… 

                   42              57              63           10              1 

Then captured each d bits (according to size of  image blocks) we used d=6 bits because the size of 

each block in this research 8*8 that’s mean each block contained 64 pixels( 0 – 63) and convert 

each 6bits block to decimal number represent the pixels order used to embedding. 

Step4: In this research this step ( embedding step) done in two ways: by using randomly Least 

Significant Bits ( LSB ) and by using  Discrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) as illustrate in 3.1 

and 3.2 above .  

a. Embedding using LSB by using the embedding key to determine the pixel in selected block used to 

replaced  least significant bits (lest 2 bits) with  (2 bits ) of desired embedding data after converting 

it ( the massage) to binary using asscii code. The figure-2 below shows the images before and after 

data hidden using LSB. 
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Figure -2 images before and after data hidden using LSB 

 

b. Second way of hiding data in chosen pixel by applying LSB technique during discrete cosine 

transformation (DCT) on cover image; The following steps are followed in this case: - 

1.Working from top-left to bottom-right of the cover image, DCT is applied to each chosen  pixel of 

each chosen block. 

2.After applying DCT, one DCT Coefficient is generated for each chosen pixel in chosen block. 

3.Each DCT coefficient is then quantized against a reference quantization table. 

4. The LSB of binary equivalent the quantized DCT coefficient can be replaced by a bit from secret 

message. 

5. Encoding is then applied to each modified quantized DCT coefficient to produce compressed Stego 

Image. 

The figure-3 below shows the images before and after data hidden using second way. 

 

 
Figure -3 images before and after data hidden using LSB during DCT 

 

6.2 Extracting Algorithm (Decoding): 
In receiver side the stego Image used to extracting the hidden message in image cover, the 

following  steps represent this algorithm: 

Step1: Divide the stego- image into blocks of size B*B such as 8*8. 

Step2:Applying LFSR with same primitive polynomial to generate same pseudo random sequence  

using to  select the same order of blocks used to embedding data in cover images pseudo randomly. 

The order of blocks represent blocks key and shared between the encoder and the decoder process 

(side). Such as encoding (embedding ) process.   

Step3: For each selected block generate the same embedding key pseudo randomly also by using 

same NLFSR generator  to plan the embedding process in block pixels. This key represent 

embedding key and  shared also between the encoder and the decoder process. The NLFSR 
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generator  generate pseudo random sequence represent the location number of pixel used to hide 

data. Such as encoding (embedding ) process.   

Step4: the embedding step done in two ways such as illustrate in encoding (embedding ) process. 

And the extracting the desired message from stego- image must done in two ways also : 

a. With LSB embedding; using the embedding key to determine the pixel in selected block using in 

embedded then extract the least 2 bits from it to obtained the desired message in binary then convert 

the message to character using asscii code. 

b. Second way of Hiding data in chosen pixel by applying LSB technique during discrete cosine 

transformation (DCT) on cover image; The following steps are followed in this case: - 

1.Working from top-left to bottom-right of the selected stego-block- image. 

2. Decoding is applied to each selected pixel in with stego-image block using inverse DCT  to 

produced modified quantized DCT coefficient. 

3. Extract LSB of modified quantized DCT coefficient to produced secret (desired image) message in 

binary then convert the message to character using asscii code. 
 

7. Conclusion: 
The main points we can detected from proposed system: 

1- The proposed system depend on hiding data in randomly manner; such as; don’t use all pixel in 

embedding process and used different pixels in each embedding process according to embedding 

key generation used . 

2- The proposed hiding manner considered secure manner to hide information in image because the 

distortion in stego-image very little by hiding data in chosen blocks and pixels (not all pixels). All 

that’s makes the proposed system is strongest against the detections.  

3- If the attacker explore the existence of the message he/ she can’t recover the message because this 

message distributed in blocks and pixels randomly, and he / she needed to know the embedding key 

to obtained the message. That’s mean the cryptanalyst working together with stegoanalyst to 

attempt breaking the proposed system.  

4- It can be able to manage the number of pixels used in embedding process according to the size of 

data wanted to hide The number of blocks and pixels determined by the polynomial used in LFSR 

and NLFSR key generators. 
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